
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: A risk on mood prevails across Asia equity markets and Asian currencies are showing strength against 

the USD. Post US jobs report on Friday, which saw number of unemployed and unemployment rate both soar to 

record, US Dollar has been back foot. As a result, USDINR may open marginally lower, around 75.60/65 on May 

futures. However, the pair has strong support around 75.45/50 zone on May futures. As long as that support 

holds, USDINR may oscillate between 75.50 and 75.85, offering scalping opportunities to traders. Larger trend 

remains downward corrective. A close above 76.20 is needed to change the bias from downward to upward. 

Major support levels are: 75.45 and 75.00. 
 

 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 

 

EURINR: Euro is getting a boost in the Asian session from weak jobs report from US. However, EURINR may not 

be able to gain much from this recovery in EURUSD as USDINR would decline.  Technically, EURINR is a sell on 

rise, with stop above 83.20 on a closing basis. Target is near 81.50 levels.  

 

GBPINR: UK is the last developed world country to set out a plan for a partial easing of restrictions on daily life. 

UK PM is scheduled to unveil a plan for a phased exit from the lockdown. UK has become an epicentre of the 

CoVID outbreak in Europe and hence would play safe when it comes to lifting the lockdown. GBP traders are 

waiting for that plan. The other two factors supporting GBP are: balance sheet expansion of BoE is far lower 

compared to what his peers are doing in Fed and ECB. However, that may alter slightly once BOE unveils the 

next QE in the upcoming meetings. GBP has also remained well anchored to risk on sentiments in global equity 

markets. However, Brexit talks have stalled and UK has till end June to seek an extension. Therefore, if GBP has 

to move higher, it needs the US stock markets to keep pushing higher. A return of risk aversion can be negative 

for GBP and in that case GBP can fall against USD and Euro and even to some extent against INR too. Technically, 

GBPINR is oscillating within a range of 93.00 and 95.00 levels. 

 

JPYINR: JPY is getting a boost from the soft dollar trade in forex market. However, JPYINR may fail to capture 

that rally in Yen due to strength in Rupee. JPYINR may continue to trade within a range of 70.40 and 71.80 on 

May futures. Buyers can look to buy closer to 70.60 with stop below 70.40 close. Sellers can look to sell near 

71.60 with stop above 71.80 close.    
 

 

MACRO VIEW: 
 

After markets closed on Friday, GOI announced its revised borrowing plan for FY21. The news is bound to rattle 

some nerves once the bond markets begins trading. On the 10 year, yields may jump by 20/25 bps at the open.  

 

Why such a move in expected? 

 

Ans:  GoI hiked its gross borrowing from 7.8 lakh crore rupees to 12 lakh crore rupees, a jump of 54%. Nearly 

90% of the increased borrowing will be done via issuing 5 year, 10 year and 14 year bonds. This means, 

government is sticking with its past trend of keeping maturity profile of its debt long. However, government has 

not specified anything on its revised estimated for gross fiscal deficit. Quite understandably so. With COVID19 

related disruptions still underway and lack of clarity on how long the disruptions may last, there is significant 

uncertainty on nominal GDP growth and hence trajectory of tax revenues and disinvestment proceeds. At such 

a juncture, any forecast can be wide off the mark. Having said that, one can make some assumptions about the 

trajectory of the deficit. 

 

If the nominal GDP growth for FY21 is around zero, there is high likelihood that tax revenues and non-tax receipts 

for FY21 may fall significantly short of budgeted estimate. However, GoI finances will get a boost from the higher 

excise duty on fuel. Net of that buoyancy, the street estimates for a revenue shortfall is hovering between 2.5-

4.5 lakh crore rupees. Factoring in the extra spending on account of the first round of stimulus, the shortfall from 



budgeted jumps 3-5 lakh crore rupees. GoI has raised the gross borrowing by 4.2 lakh crore. Therefore, if the 

shortfall over FY21 budget is closer to the lower end of the estimate, there could be some space left for GoI to 

use a part of the extra borrowing to fund the subsequent stimulus measures. However, if the shortfall is closer 

to the upper end of the estimate, then GoI may have borrows significantly higher amount to fund its next 

stimulus announcement. If the next set of stimulus measures add upto a spend of around 1% of GDP and the 

shortfall is near the upper end of 3-5 lakh crore range, then GoI may have to resort to an additional borrowing 

of over 2 lakh crore. 

 

The salient points from the analysis are: 

 

• When income and balance sheet of private sector is facing strain, the public has to step in a big way or 

else demand deflation can increase solvency risk in the system, which can further weaken the stressed 

balance sheet of the financial sector. 

 

• Irrespective of whether existing borrowing plan is the final one for the year or we see substantial hike 

to it once again, RBI has to own a large section of the government bonds via OMOs.  

 

• RBI has already bought around 1.3 lakh crore of bonds over this fiscal year and may have to purchase 

long term bonds of another 3-5 lakh core, via OMOs and operation twist. Otherwise, due to huge supply 

and lack of FPI inflows, long term yields can spike.  

 

• Such purchases from RBI will significantly augment the Rupee liquidity by raising the reserve money in 

the banking but that is something which is needed to keep the financial conditions ultra-easy till the 

COVID disruption passes. The test will be how swiftly RBI can mop up this excess liquidity when the 

economy gets back into normal rhythm. 

 

• India is part of a global trend where governments and central banks are intervening aggressively in the 

economy to minimise the impact of the lockdowns and social distancing. Hence, the risk of being single 

out is low. Having said, there is always risk of a rating action from any of the big three, which is being 

expected by the market. However, as long as the rating action is just on outlook and not actual rating, 

the adverse impact on financial assets may be limited. 

 

 

TECHNICAL VIEW: 
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